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App focuses native Malayalam speakers who like to speak
English for expressing their ideas. Malayalam Spoken
English app comes with wide variety of . Here are all the
right places to learn english faster. Find grammar
reference for each sentence to speed up your English
speaking. Language Books -. Teacher's manual for
teachers. How do we know if it is good or bad? Well, it
depends. You have to see if it fits you really, and then if
you are really up to it it would be one of the greatest
experiences of your life. If you can not find any information
about the amount of languages it has, this is an indicator
that it is actually a language learning app. Tamil is the
oldest South Indian language, the most widely spoken
language of the Sri Lankan Tamil community, and is an
official language of Sri Lanka. Tamil Nadu State
Government of India has declared Tamil as Official
language for all Telugu and Kannada speaking regions of
the state. Tamil Nadu is the second largest state of India
by area. Tamil Nadu is a religiously diverse state and the
headquarters of Hindu Saivism.[citation needed]. The local
Tamil diaspora has extended to the Americas, Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, Africa, Middle East, and South.
Inscriptions, religious texts, inscriptions and old traditions
of Tamil culture are found scattered in various countries
and are included in some UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Tamil Nadu was the first and the largest producer of silk in
India. Many Tamil films and TV serials have been produced
in the state and is popular for movies and television-serials
including films like Muthal Vasantham, Manmadhan,
Uthama Puthiran, Pasanga, Thaalai Vendram, Naan



(2012), Azhagarsamiyin Naatkal, Uppinayagurumo and
Mounam Pesiyadhe. Tamil Nadu also produces a high
quality of cuisine.[citation needed]. There are a number of
temples in Tamil Nadu such as the Sri Meenakshi Temple
in Madurai, the Theerthamalai Temple, The Mamallapuram
seashore, the Shencottah Dam near Tirupur, the
Amriteshwara temple in Srirangam, the Mahabalipuram
Beach, the Thiruchengode Temple, the
Thiruparankundram temple, the Kanchipuram temple, the
Thirukkovil, and
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